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2015-06-22 The Head of the House of Romanoff visits St. Petersburg, Novgorod, and Kaliningrad, June 6-17, 2015 

On June 6-17, 2015, the Head of the Russian Imperial House, H.I.H. The Grand Duchess Maria of Russia, visited St. Petersburg, Novgorod, and Kaliningrad (formerly known as Königsberg) 

On June 6, Her Imperial Highness arrived in St. Petersburg.  That evening, she received in audience the General Director of the Imperial Foundation for Cancer Research, Archpriest Alexander Tkachenko, who gave a report to the Grand Duchess on the operations of the Foundation.  The Imperial Foundation for Cancer Research was founded by H.I.H. The Tsesarevich and Grand Duke George of Russia, the son and Heir of the Head of the House of Romanoff, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia.

On June 7, the Grand Duchess attended a requiem (panikhida) service at the Ss. Peter and Paul Cathedral, which was offered for her parents and officiated by the rector of the cathedral, Hegumen Alexander (Fedorov).  The service commemorated the 5th anniversary of the repose of the Grand Duchess’s mother, H.I.H. The Grand Duchess Leonida Georgievna (2010).  After the service, the Grand Duchess distributed a number of Imperial awards, including the Imperial Order of St. Vladimir II Class to the Chairman of the Russian Nobility Association, O. V. Shcherbachev; the Imperial and Royal Order of St. Stanislav II Class to the Chairman of the Surazh Nobility Association, V. F. Veber, who has made a significant contribution to the preservation of the memory of those who fell in World War II and in other wars; and to the philanthropist A. A. Polukeev; the Imperial Order of St. Anna III Class to the architect A. A. Anisimov; and the hereditary Imperial Medal “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory” to the Chairman of “Dzalisa,” the Society for Russian-Georgian Friendship, T. I. Jandieri.

At the memorial luncheon, which followed the panikhida and investiture ceremony, a number of representatives of civic organizations in St. Petersburg were in attendance, as well as others who had come to Russia’s Northern Capital from Moscow for the memorial service, including the Deputy Chairman of the Central Bank of Russia, A. P. Torshin, who brought Her Imperial Highness a set of coins minted in commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the victory in the Great Patriotic War of 1941-1945.

Later, the Grand Duchess met with the staff of the Imperial Foundation for Cancer Research and thanked them for their efforts and awarded the Imperial Order of St. Anastasia the Alleviatrix of Captives to the General Director of the St. Petersburg Children’s Hospice, I. V. Kushnareva, and the hereditary Imperial Medal “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory” to the following doctors and staff members of the Imperial Foundation:  Iu. A. Punanov, S. A. Safonova, S. I. Minchenko, M. M. Glezdeneva, M. V. Supichenko, and IU. R. Galiamova.

In the afternoon, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia received in audience Her Imperial Highness’s Master of Heraldry S. V. Dumin; the composer A. S. Shelkovnikov (from the city of Kemerovo); a representative of the Tatar community of St. Petersburg, Sh. K. Akhmetshin; and the Chairman of the Tatar Nobility Association of St. Petersburg, S. T. Khasanov.

That evening, a formal reception in the Grand Duchess’s honour was hosted by the Tatar Nobility Association of St. Petersburg.  Her Imperial Highness invested the Imperial and Royal Order of St. Stanislav II Class upon S. T. Khasanov, as well as the Imperial Order of St. Anna III Class, and letters patent conferring upon him the status of a hereditary nobleman of the Russian Empire.  The Grand Duchess also awarded the hereditary Imperial Medal “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory” to the members of the Tatar Nobility Association of St. Petersburg.  As part of the charity drive “Gifts for the Grand Duchess—Charity,” S. T. Khasanov presented a donation from the members of the Tatar Nobility Association of St. Petersburg to Archpriest Alexander Tkachenko, the General Director of the Imperial Foundation for Cancer Research, to support the ongoing programs supported by the Foundation.

On June 9, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia received in audience the General Director of the consortium “Superwave,” V. V. Silkin, and expressed her sincere thanks for his support of the Imperial Foundation for Cancer Research 

Later, the Head of the Russian Imperial House visited the Datsan Gunzechoinei of the Buddhist Traditional Sangha of Russia. Before the 1917 revolution, the Buddhist community in St. Petersburg was principally made up of subjects of the Russian Empire:  Kalmyks, Buryats, Mongolians, and foreigners—Chinese, Japanese, and Siamese.  The builder of the first Buddhist temple in St. Petersburg was the famous Buryat Lama Agvan Lobsan Dorzhiev (1853-1938), a Russian subject, a spiritual leader, and a trusted friend of the 13th Dalai Lama Thubten Gyatso (1876-1933).  The idea of building a Buddhist temple was supported by Prime Minister P. A. Stolypin, Foreign Minister A. Pl Izvolsky, the academicians of the Russian Academy of Sciences V. V. Radlov and S. F. Oldenburg, the court physician P. A. Badmaev, and by members of the Russian aristocracy who took an interest in matters involving East Asia.  The Royal Passion-Bearer Emperor Nicholas II gave his approval to the project, taking into account the needs of his Buddhist subjects and the international interests of the Russian Empire.  Lama Agvan Lobsan Dorzhiev was an advocate of good relations with Russia at the Tibetan court.  He was also an advocate of the theory that the Russian Emperor (the “White Tsar”), was, in accordance with Buddhist teaching, the reincarnation of the White Tara – a descendant of Suchandra, the first King of Shambhala, the mythical and mystical kingdom that lies at the heart of world civilization.  In 1908 all the necessary permissions for the construction of the temple were obtained.  In 1909, Avgan Lobsan Dorzhiev acquired a property suitable for the temple, and plans for the structure were drawn up by architect G. V. Baranovsky.  By 1913, thanks to the generous financial support of the Bogd Khan of Mongolia, Jebtsundamba Khutuktu (1870-1924), the construction was largely complete.  The first service in the temple took place on February 21, 1913, in honor of the 300th anniversary of the ascension of the House of Romanoff to the throne.  Present at this first service was Pandito Hambo Lama Dashi Dorji Etigelov (sometimes spelled Itigelov) (who later died while in a meditative state and whose body was naturally mummified in the lotus position and has become a venerated holy relic for Buddhists ever since), as well as members of the diplomatic corps.  In 1914, King Rama VI of Siam donated to the temple a statue of the Shakyamuni Buddha made of sandalwood, and the Russian consul in Bangkok, G. A. Planson, donated a bronze Buddha Mantreyi.  The temple was consecrated in honor of the god Kalachakra on August 10, 1915.  After the revolution in 1917, Lama A. Dorzhiev became one of the leaders of the Buddhist Renovationist Movement, but this did not save the temple from being looted and eventually closed by the Bolsheviks.  The diplomatic efforts of Dorzhieva led to a resumption of services in the half-destroyed temple in 1926, under the auspices of the embassy of the Mongolian People’s Republic.  One of the last services in the temple took place in 1933, at the time of the death of the 13th Dalai Lama.  Shortly afterward, the temple was in effect closed.  In 1937, the Leningrad Buddhist Community was officially disbanded, but Hambo Lama Agvan Lobsan Dorzhiev continued as the ambassador from Tibet to the USSR.  In 1938, the 85-year-old Dorzhiev was arrested in Buryatia and died in prison in Ulan-Ude.  On April 22, 1938, the temple was formally closed and many of its contents taken to the Museum of Religion and Atheism, while other artifacts were stolen or destroyed.  The building was put in state hands in 1970.  In 1989, the Buddhist community was reregistered and the temple was handed back to the Buddhists of the city of Leningrad.    The Grand Duchess was welcomed by the abbot of the monastery, Shireete Lama V. V. Badmaev, who gave Her Imperial Highness a tour of the interior of the temple, which is undergoing renovations that are expected to be completed this year—the 100th anniversary of the official opening of the temple.  The Grand Duchess shared with the abbot, the lamas, and the Buddhist laity present her many experiences and impressions from her visit in the previous year to Buryatia and to the Ivolginsky Datsan, her meeting with the 24th Pandito Khambo Lama, Damba Badmayevich Ayusheev, and her visit to the mausoleum of the 12th Pandito Khambo Lama, Dasha Dorzho Etigelov.  Those present at this meeting remarked that Pandito Khambo Lama D. D. Etigelov took his oath of allegiance to the Holy Royal Passion-Bearer Emperor Nicholas II so seriously that he considered it impossible to carry out his duties after the forced abdication of the tsar.  In memory of this great son of the Buryat people and of Russia, the Grand Duchess lit a candle before his sculptured image.  Then Her Imperial Highness awarded the Imperial Medals “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff” and “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory” to the lamas and benefactors of the datsan.  Then the Grand Duchess attended a lunch of traditional Buryat dishes.  After the Grand Duchess’s departure, she had a telephone conversation with Pandito Hambo Lama D. B. Ayusheev.  

In the afternoon, the Head of the Russian Imperial House visited the offices of “Fontanki.ru” on Architect Rossi Street (ulitsa Zodchego Rossi) and was interviewed by the Chairman of the Board of Directors of “Azhur-media,” Andrei Konstantinov, and the editor-in-chief Alexander Gorshkov.  After the interview, Her Imperial Highness met with the Lieutenant Governor of Novgorod Region, V. P. Varfolomeev, who then accompanied the Grand Duchess on her trip to Staraya Russa.  
On the way to Staraya Russa, her party stopped at Chudovo, where the Grand Duchess visited the house museum of N. A. Nekrasov, touring the exhibits, and chatting over tea with the Mayor of Chudovo, L. V. Payuk, and with the museum staff. 
The Grand Duchess’s next stop was in the village of Nagovo, where she attended a service “for the officers and soldiers who gave their lives for their country on the field of battle,” served at the common grave of the fallen heroes of the Second World War by the chaplain of the organization “For Faith and Fatherland,” Hieromonk Nikon (Levachev-Belavenets), whose grandfather, S. V. Belavenets (1910-1942), a chess master of the USSR, died in battle and is buried in this common grave.  The serviced was attended by many of the residents of the village.  Her Imperial Highness placed flowers at the memorial to the fallen, and the Mayor of the village, V. V. Buchatsky, welcomed the Head of the Russian Imperial House.  After the conclusion of the service, the Grand Duchess presented the device of the Imperial Order of St. Anastasia the Alleviatrix of Captives to the daughter of S. V. Belavenets—the International Chess Grandmaster L. S. Belavenets (born 1940).  
After her arrival in Staraya Russa, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia met with Mayor A. V. Bykov, awarding him the Imperial and Royal Order of St. Stanislav.  During her stay in Staraya Russa and the Novgorod Region, the Grand Duchess and her party stayed at the Hotel Rakhmaninov, part of the “Staraya Russa Resort” complex (http://russa.amaks-kurort.ru/news/view/955/).

On June 9, the Grand Duchess attended a moleben at the Church of St. George the Victory-Bearer, served by the Dean of the Staraya Russa Deanery, Archpriest Amvrosii Dzhigan.  The service was offered before the “Starorusskaya” Icon of the Mother of God (the largest icon of the Mother of God in the entire world).  The Grand Duchess awarded the Imperial Order of St. Anna to Archpriest Amvrosii, as well as the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”

The Grand Duchess toured the house museum of D. M. Dostoevsky, then visited and placed flowers at the memorial to this great Russian writer. 

The city leaders of Staraya Russa then hosted a luncheon in honour of the Head of the Russian Imperial House.  

In the afternoon, the Grand Duchess took a walking tour of the town and visited the museum “Medieval Farmhouse.”  

That evening, the Grand Duchess took part in the opening of the music season and the opening of “Staraya Russa—The Imperial Resort.”  Her Imperial Highness attended a performance of works by S. V. Rakhmaninov and of his teacher, the Director of the Court Chapel A. S. Arensky.

On July 10, the Head of the Russian Imperial House placed a wreath at the “Eternal Flame” military monument in the city’s central park.  

Later, the Grand Duchess visited the Church of the Holy Trinity, where she was greeted by the rector, Fr. Vitalii Alexandrov.  Her Imperial Highness awarded Fr. Vitalii the Imperial Hereditary Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.” 

From the church, the Grand Duchess made her way to the Museum of the Northwestern Front, where the senior research fellow, A. Ivanova, described for Her Imperial Highness the many sacrifices of the soldiers and residents of Staraya Russa during the years of the Second World War.  After her tour, the Grand Duchess was shown a bell with a unique history.  Cast by the famous bell maker from Lübeck at the beginning of the 18th century, this bell was given as a gift by Peter the Great to the people of Staraya Russa, survived the years of atheistic persecutions of religious faith after the 1917 Revolution, was taken away to Germany during the Nazi occupation of this region, and was only recently finally returned to Russia.  After her tour of the museum, Her Imperial Highness had the opportunity to speak to World War II veterans (http://53news.ru/novosti/19569-segodnya-i-20-let-nazad-prapravnuchka-aleksandra-ii-sravnila-dve-rossii.html#ixzz3dOeShWTT).

Then Her Imperial Highness visited the fishing village of Vzvad, meeting and speaking with the residents of the village and taking a boat ride on Lake Ilmen.  

In the afternoon, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia met with the general public of Staraya Russa and with the press in the “Rusich” House of Culture.  Instead of the planned one-hour meeting, the Grand Duchess ended up staying for more than two and a half hours.

Having warmly thanked the people and town leaders of Staraya Russa for their hospitality, the Grand Duchess departed for Novgorod in the evening.  In Novgorod, Her Imperial Highness stayed in the “Sharmatovo” residence of the governor of Novgorod Region.

On June 11, the Grand Duchess, accompanied by N. N. Grinev (who met the Imperial Family in 1993 in Novgorod, when he was the Director of the Novgorod City Museum), toured the Trade Mart, the Kremlin and its environs, Yaroslav’s Court, and St. Nicholas Cathedral, which contains fragments of the original 12th-century frescoes and a panoramic reconstruction of historic Novgorod.

In the Kremlin, the Grand Duchess attended a moleben service in the St. Sophia Cathedral officiated by the Chairman of the Diocesan Office of Religious Education and Catechesis, Archpriest Alexander Ranne.  With the blessing of Metropolitan Lev of Novgorod and Staraya Russa, Fr. Alexander presented the Grand Duchess a copy of the Our Lady of the Sign Icon, and accompanied her as she toured the interior of the cathedral and venerated its many icons and relics. 

After the service in St. Sophia Cathedral, the Head of the Russian Imperial House placed a wreath at the “Eternal Flame” at the wall of the Kremlin in honour of the heroes who gave their lives in the Second World War.

N. N. Grinev accompanied Her Imperial Highness to the Monument to the 1000 Year Anniversary of Russia, which includes scenes of the important milestones in the history of the the nation.  The Grand Duchess’s great-great-grandfather, Emperor Alexander II, the Tsar-Liberator, played a direct role in the design of the monument.

The tour included a visit to the nearby museum, where the Grand Duchess explored the exhibit “History of Novgorod and the Novgorod Lands.”

Later, in the administration building of the Novgorod Region, the Head of the House of Romanoff met formally with the Governor of the Novgorod Region, S. G. Mitin.  The Governor presented the Grand Duchess a miniature version of the statue of the First Rus’ian ruler, Riurik, as it appears in the Memorial to the 1000th Anniversary of Russia, and the commemorative medal “In Memory of the 70th Anniversary of the Novgorod Region.”  The Grand Duchess awarded the Governor the Imperial Order of St. Anna II Class and the Hereditary Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  Present at the meeting were His Eminence Metropolitan Lev of Novgorod and Staraya Russa; the First Lieutenant Governor of the Novgorod Region, V. P. Varfolomeev; the Chairman of the Novgorod Regional Duma, E. V. Pisareva; the Director of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, A. N. Zakatov; the Head of the Office for Interregional and International Relations of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, Prince V. O. Lopukhin; and K. K. Nemirovich-Danchenko, a member of H.I.H.’s Chancellery. 

Afterward, the Governor hosted a lunch in honour of the Head of the Russian Imperial House.  

After a short rest, the Grand Duchess attended the Vigil service at the Varlaam-Khutynsky Convent.  After the service, the Grand Duchess attended a dinner given in her honour, which was attended by His Eminence Metropolitan Lev of St. Petersburg and Staraya Russa; the Abbess of Varlaam-Khutynsky Convent, Aleksia (Simdiankina), and other clergy.  During dinner, Metropolitan Lev shared with the Grand Duchess and others present his fond memories of the several times he met her father and mother, His Imperial Highness The Grand Duke Wladimir Kirillovich and Her Imperial Highness The Grand Duchess Leonida Georgievna (the first of which took place in the 1970s).  His Eminence and Grand Duchess Maria of Russia also reminisced about their meeting in Novgorod in 1993 and about their attending the reburials of Emperor-in-Exile Kirill Wladimirovich and Empress-in-Exile Victoria Feodorovna, whose remains were moved from Coburg to St. Petersburg in 1995.

On June 12, the feast day of the Holy Venerable St. Varlaam of Khutyn, which is also the Day of Russia state holiday and the birthday of Emperor Peter the Great (May 30/June 12, 1672), the Head of the Russian Imperial House, together with the Governor of the Novgorod Region, S. G. Mintin, and other regional leaders, took part in wreath laying ceremonies at the Monument to the 1000th Anniversary of Russia and in other ceremonies on Cathedral Square inside the Novgorod Kremlin, then went to the Varlaam-Khutynsky Convent to attend a Divine Liturgy served by His Eminence Metropolitan Lev of Novgorod and Staraya Russa and other hierarchs and clergy, including His Grace Bishop Peter of Diatlovo (of the Belorussian Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate), His Grace Efrem of Borovichi and Pestovo, and clergy of the diocese of Novgorod.  The Grand Duchess venerated the holy relics of St. Varlaam of Khutyn, participated in a procession of the Cross, and attended a moleben service.  Before the moleben and lunch, and at Her Imperial Highness’s request, Hieromonk Nikon (Levachev-Belavenets), the chaplain of the organization “For Faith and Fatherland,” who had arrived in St. Petersburg for the Grand Duchess’s visit, served a memorial service, or Litiya, at the graves of Metropolitan Lev’s parents and the nuns of the convent.

At the front entrance to the church after the moleben, His Eminence Metropolitan Lev presented the Head of the Russian Imperial House an icon of St. Varlaam of Khutyn.  

Before the lunch, the Grand Duchess presented Metropolitan Lev the device of the Imperial Order of St. Anna II Class and the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  The Imperial Medal was also awarded to Abbess Aleksia of the Varlaam-Khutynsky Convent.

Metropolitan Lev presented the Grand Duchess and members of her party copies of books on the history of the Varlaam-Khutynsky Convent and the Novgorod Diocese; and for her part, the Grand Duchess presented His Eminence books on the Russian Imperial House published during the course of the celebrations in 2013 of the 400th anniversary of the Romanoff dynasty.

That evening, the Head of the Russian Imperial House attended a formal reception to celebrate the Day of Russia holiday, hosted by the Governor of the Novgorod Region, S. G. Mitin in the Hall of Columns of the Novgorod Philharmonic.  The Grand Duchess gave a brief speech and had the opportunity to speak with government and civic leaders; members of Novgorod’s academic and cultural community; and veterans of the Second World War.  She also spoke with the officers and cadets of the “Marine Corps of Peter the Great—St. Petersburg Naval Institute” of the Russian Defense Ministry (a Federal State Educational Institution of Higher Professional Education), led by the Institute’s Commandant, Rear Admiral V. N. Sokolov, which performed a number of patriotic songs during the reception.

On June 13, the Grand Duchess met with Governor Mitin again to thank him for his hospitality during her stay in Novgorod, then, together with Lieutenant Governor V. P. Varfolomeev, Her Imperial Highness met with some of the city’s professionals and with the media, answering their questions in the Novgorod Philharmonic.  She then departed Novgorod for St. Petersburg.  On the way to the Northern Capital, the Grand Duchess visited the business “UPM-Kiummene Chudovo” in the town of Chudovo.  The Grand Duchess met with the Mayor of Chudovo, L. V. Paiuk, and with the General Director of “UPM-Kiummene Chudovo,” A. Zhukovets.

From St. Petersburg’s Pulkovo Airport, Her Imperial Highness flew to Kaliningrad (formerly Königsberg).  At Khrabrovo Airport, the Grand Duchess was met by the Vice Chairman of the Government of the Kaliningrad Region, M. Iu. Pliukhin, who accompanied Her Imperial Highness during the course of her visit.  

During a working dinner, the Head of the Russian Imperial House and members of the Chancellery discussed her itinerary with one of the organizers of her visit, the Head of the Kaliningrad Branch Office of Sberbank of Russia, S. B. Shamkov.

On June 14, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia attended a moleben service at Christ the Savior Cathedral and toured its Orthodox parochial school.

After lunch with the senior priest of the cathedral, Archpriest Vadim Degtiarev, other clergy, and parishioners, the Grand Duchess went to the main cathedral in Kaliningrad, where she placed flowers at the tomb of the great philosopher Immanuel Kant.  Accompanied by the chief archivist of the cathedral’s museum collections, M. Iu. Serebriakova, Her Imperial Highness toured the exhibits.  The cultural studies scholar and historian V. Biss explained to the Grand Duchess the historical significance of the cathedral.  The senior organist and organ master for the cathedral, Artem Khachaturov, played J. S. Bach’s “Creation of the World,” the prelude to his The Well-Tempered Clavier, in honour of Her Imperial Highness.  M. IU. Serebriakova was awarded the Imperial Medal “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory.”  Members of the museum’s staff presented the Grand Duchess a portrait of her ancestor, Queen Louise of Prussia (1776-1810; née Princess of Mecklenburg-Strelitz and the wife of King Friedrich Wilhelm III of Prussia, the mother of Nicholas I’s wife, Empress Alexandra Feodorovna).  Grand Duchess Maria of Russia visited the Orthodox Chapel of the Holy Great Martyr and Healer Panteleimon, and the Lutheran chapel, both located inside the main cathedral.

In the afternoon, Her Imperial Highness toured the unique Kaliningrad Amber Museum.  During her visit, the Grand Duchess awarded the museum’s Director, T. Iu. Suvorova, the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  

Later, the Head of the Russian Imperial House visited the Headquarters of the Russian Baltic Fleet, where she met with the Fleet’s Commander, Vice-Admiral V. P. Kravchuk.  The Grand Duchess and Vice-Admiral Kravchuk discussed the need to include the history of Russia and its ancient traditions in formal military training, and the role the Grand Duchess plays as the patron of the Russian frigate Yaroslav the Wise.

Her Imperial Highness invested Vice-Admiral Kravchuk into the Imperial Military Order of St. Nicholas the Wonderworker II Class, and awarded him the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  Vice-Admiral Kravchuk presented the Grand Duchess a memento of the Baltic Fleet made of amber and copies of several books.

That evening, Her Imperial Highness attended a dinner given in her honour by business leaders and philanthropists of the city of Kaliningrad.  Before dinner, the Grand Duchess presented the devices of the Imperial and Royal Orders and Imperial Medals to those who had distinguished themselves in charity and philanthropy.  During dinner, conversations turned to an exchange of ideas on how to develop business contacts for small- and medium-sized businesses in Russia, countries of the CIS, and European countries in the Yantar Special Economic Zone, and on ways to foster state support for local enterprises.

On June 15, the Head of the Russian Imperial House met with the Governor of the Kaliningrad Region, N. N. Tsukanov.  Present at the meeting were:  the Vice Chairman of the Government of Kaliningrad Region, M. Iu. Pliukhin; the Minister of Economy of the Kaliningrad Region, A. L. Kuznetsov; the Minister of Social Policy of the Kaliningrad Region, A. V. Maister; the Minister of Education of the Kaliningrad Region, S. S. Truseneva; the Minister of Tourism of the Kaliningrad Region, A. V. Yermak; the Minister-Director of the Agency for International and Interregional Relations of the Kaliningrad Region, A. G. Ivaonva; the First Vice Minister of Culture of the Kaliningrad Region, E. V. Koshemchuk; the Assistant to the Governor, D. N. Kalinovsky; the Head of the Kaliningrad Branch Office of Sberbank, S. B. Shamkov; the Director of Chancellery of the Head of the Russian Imperial House, A. N. Zakatov; the Head of the Office for Interregional and International Relations of the Chancellery of the Head of the Russian Imperial House, Prince V. O. Lopukhin; the Head of the Legal Office of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, the attorney G. Iu. Lukianov; and K. K. Nemirovich-Danchenko, a member of H.I.H.’s Chancellery.

The Governor and members of the government of the Kaliningrad Region discussed with Her Imperial Highness a range of topics, including daily life, efforts to develop the social and cultural spheres, and education.  The Grand Duchess shared her thoughts on ways to strengthen the institutions of civil society and to exploit the unique geographical position of Kaliningrad to further its development.  At the conclusion of the meeting, the Head of the Russian Imperial House presented Governor N. N. Tsukanov the device of the Imperial Order of St. Anna II Class and the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  The Governor gave Her Imperial Highness a souvenir made of amber and books on the history and attractions of the Kaliningrad Region.

Afterward the Head of the House of Romanoff met with the Deputy Representative of the President of the Russian Federation in the Kaliningrad Region, V. A. Soloviev, and with the Mayor of Kaliningrad, A. G. Yaroshuk.  For their service to the nation, the Grand Duchess invested them into the Imperial Order of St. Anna and awarded them the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff.”  

The Mayor of Kaliningrad, A. G. Yaroshuk then hosted a lunch in honour of Her Imperial Highness.

After lunch, the Grand Duchess and the Mayor of Kaliningrad, A. G. Yaroshuk, visited the Church of St. Alexander Nevsky.  The Grand Duchess met the churchwarden, Alexander Georgievich, and she was led in a tour of the church by its rector, Archpriest Alexander Sokolov.  The Grand Duchess was pleased to note that the church has long been a center of social life in the city and that it today hosts a large children’s playground that is open to all the residents of the neighbourhood.  

That afternoon, the Head of the Russian Imperial House, along with World War II veterans, government officials, Cossack leaders, and members of various civic and veteran organizations, placed wreaths at the Memorial to the 1200 Guardsmen, who sacrificed their lives during the Second World War, and at the Memorial to the Fallen of the First World War.  During these ceremonies, veterans shared with Her Imperial Highness their stories of battles and victory during the war.

Later, in the Kaliningrad Branch Office of the Sberbank, the Grand Duchess attended the ceremonial opening of an exhibit on the history of the Russian Imperial House, and also presented awards to prominent philanthropists in Kaliningrad.

After tea with those receiving awards, the Grand Duchess toured the local history museum in the Friedland Gate.

That evening, V. A. Soloviev, the Deputy Representative of the President of Russia in the Kaliningrad Region, hosted a dinner in honour of the Head of the Russian Imperial House.

On June 16, the Grand Duchess visited the Russian frigate Yaroslav the Wise, of which Her Imperial Highness is patron and which was then undergoing routine maintenance in the “Amber” Baltic Shipyard.  The Grand Duchess was accompanied by the Vice Chairman of the Government of the Kaliningrad Region, M. Iu. Pliukhin; the Deputy Commander of the Baltic Fleet for Personnel, Captain 1st Rank O. M. Molchanov; by members of the Grand Duchess’s Chancellery; and by the organizers of Her Imperial Highness’s visit to Kaliningrad.

On board the frigate, the crew lined the deck to receive their royal guest.  The Grand Duchess greeted the officers and crew and presented several gifts:  an icon of Our Lady of the Sign; several books (including I. I. Bondarenko’s and D. V. Klimov’s The Great Patriotic War:  An Illustrated Chronicle, published in Bratislava in 2015, and containing a Foreword written by Her Imperial Highness, as well as a historical survey entitled “The House of Romanoff during the Second World War”), and other everyday items, donated by the members of Russia’s Imperial and Royal Orders of Chivalry and presented by the Head of the Office for Legal Affairs of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, G. Iu. Lukianov.  Then the Grand Duchess presented the device of the Imperial Military Order of St. Nicholas the Wonderworker III Class to frigate’s commander, Captain 3rd Rank V. A. Cherokov, and the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff” to several members of the crew.

The rector of the Naval Cathedral of St. George, Hegumen Sofronii (Kolosov) then served a moleben, after which Her Imperial Highness toured the frigate.  Lunch was then served on board in honour of the ship’s royal patron.

In the afternoon, Grand Duchess Maria of Russia visited the St. Andrew the First-Called Naval Cadet School.  The Grand Duchess greeted the young cadets and awarded honorary certificates of merit to several outstanding students.  She also awarded the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff” to the Director of the Academy, T. M. Bartminskaya, and to the Commandant, Captain 1st Rank G. S. Kurasha.

After a short rest in her hotel, the Head of the Russian Imperial House met with M. E. Orgeeva, a member of the Kaliningrad Regional Duma.  The Grand Duchess awarded M. E. Orgeeva the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff,” then both entered the hotel’s reception hall, where they met with civic leaders in Kaliningrad and members of the press.

That evening, the Grand Duchess attended a farewell dinner in her honour, hosted by the government of Kaliningrad Region.  Attending the dinner were:  the Vice Chairman of the Government of Kaliningrad Region, A. S. Rolbinov; the First Vice Chairman of the Kaliningrad Regional Duma, S. Iu. Iuspin; the Head of the Kaliningrad Branch Office of Sberbank, S. B. Shamkov; the Director of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, A. N. Zakatov; the Head of the Office for Interregional and International Relations of H.I.H.’s Chancellery, Prince V. O. Lopukhin; and K. K. Nemirovich-Danchenko, a member of H.I.H.’s Chancellery.  In a lively and informal conversation, the guests discussed issues in the history of Russia, the defense of Russia’s interests in the modern world, and the role of the Kaliningrad Region in Russia and the wider world.  The Grand Duchess expressed her profound gratitude to the local governmental officials of Kaliningrad Region for their warm hospitality.

In the morning of June 17, in the conference hall at her hotel, the Grand Duchess invested the Vice Chairman of the Government of Kaliningrad Region, M. Iu. Pliukhin, into the Imperial Order of St. Anna.  In addition, the Deputy Chief of Staff of the Government of Kaliningrad Region, A. A. Saraev, was awarded the Imperial Medal “In Memory of the 400th Anniversary of the House of Romanoff,” and the Head of Protocol of the Government of Kaliningrad Region, E. V. Bredikhin, was awarded the Imperial Medal “Anniversary of the Nation’s Victory.”

The Head of the Russian Imperial House flew out of Khrabrovo Airport to St. Petersburg’s Pulkovo Airport, and from there immediately departed for Madrid.

